A MORTAL GEOMETRY

The history of modernist abstraction is
widely regarded as an emptying of narrative content from the pictorial surface. In
the space of the grid, cultural meaning is
seen dissolving, as though into a void.
That exclusive visuality has won its war
against intrusions of speech is seen evidenced by the 'anti-natural, anti-mimetic,
anti-real' flattening of a geometry that
abrogates, to quote Rosalind Krauss, 'the
claims of natural objects to have an order
particular to themselves.'
Mar~us O'Donnell's recent paintings
reply to this notion of minimalism as a
narcissistic mapping of nothing other than
its own two-dimensional plane. He does
this by coaxing us into an inversion
whereby formalist geometry fills, or even
spills back out into the viewer's space, no
longer as cerebral co-ordinates but as now
strangely weighted human body.

Howis this achieved, especially when the
technical means are so simple? The exhibition, after all, is constructed of bodylength purple rectangles painted directly
onto the gallery walls. Red strips run
along their entire underbelly so that they
seem to be either in a state of coming to
rest or of arising. The only other significant element is the placement of a smaller
blue rectangle somewhere within each
purple form.
But these blue rectangles are not incident
detailing - they are actually heavily glazed
photographic details of human anatomy,
derived via various stages of technical
manipulation, from video images and
reproductions of Renaissance painting.
Other larger glazed photographs placed
sparsely in the gallery, of a pained/ ecstatic face, dramatically reinforce that these
blue photographic patches are actually
biological'samples', or, considered in
terms of Cartesian perspectivism, windows into the body's own interiority. By
association all other rectangles now function as various housings of flesh. Our own
bodies are invoked into the place of the
large rectangle. We find ourselves refigured as being.

In quoting the hollow coloured grid only to
completely metamorphise it via a quite literal embodiment, aDonnell is provoking us
to surrender our privileged stance as
abstract viewers and to enter our own corporeality. For the sheer and often forgotten
post-modem fact is that bodies do matter.
And with this return of the body to the surface, social communication/ narration
becomes again possible. In fact it becomes
imperative, for
the haunting
looming face in
the photograph
evokes visions of
grisly deathmasks and tales
of drowned
men. Thus
touched by the

body-in-extremis ,
the purple rectangle's elongated horizontality
becomes recumbent and all too
mortal form. The
underlying red
strip serves now
as the base plate
of a crypt. What
is being portrayed here is
not some mystical biological
tabula rasa but
the gay body in
the age of AIDS
with all its fraught content for a social reading. It is at this point that we may wish to
have our, presumably, pure bodies back
again - and to abandon the space to the
exiled darkened body of an OTHER.

The essential point here is that bodies are
never simply seen, for as Barthes points out,
they are necessarily a citation of the 'already
written.' The gay body, like the AIDS body,
serves as a pathological incubator - primal
source of corruption of the Straight BodyPolitic. Both organisms are read as sick and
teetering, due to an internal moral collapse,
toward premature death. Both are invented,
then reinvented, via a process of literary
conflation, into a single monstrous subversive being whose
subjectivity is obliterated in the process of
being told and retold.
We end up with an
endlessly returning
abstraction aDonnell' s purple
rectangle. The
human has become
transmogrified as
stereotype - itself
nothing other than a
controlling grid.
Geometric formality
is thus exposed as
violent social engineering that is all the
more disturbing for
it's extreme tidiness.
But it is the nature of
the repressed to
insinuate backwards.
..."!,~ The burden of reject•~
· ed flesh pressed
forcibly into the
smoothed-out surface (the actual bodies of
gays and HIV + individuals) ceaselessly
threatens to irrupt outwards towards the
Straight-minimalist whose turn it now is to
be mortified.
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